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A B ST R A C T
This dissertation provides a method to construct infinite families of triples 
(Hi, H / ,  Gi)  consisting of two non-conjugate subgroups Hi  and H /  of a finite group 
Gi whose trivial representations induce isomorphic representations of Gi. Such 
triples are important in number theory, differential geometry, and group theory.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
This dissertation concerns the classical problem of constructing two non­
conjugate subgroups H  and H' of a finite group G whose trivial representations 
induce isomorphic representations of G. We will refer to such a triple (H, H ' ,G ) as 
a distinguished triple.
The first example of a distinguished triple was given by F. Gassmann in 1926. 
Even before then, it was known that distinguished triples — if they existed — were 
intimately connected to the problem of constructing two non-isomorphic algebraic 
number fields with the same laws of decomposition for rational primes. Gassmann’s 
triple involved two subgroups H , H' of the symmetric group G =  S q . Realizing S q 
as the Galois group of some normal extension iVjQ of the field of rational numbers 
and taking the fixed fields of Gassmann’s two subgroups H , H' C S q gives rise to 
two non-isomorphic algebraic number fields with the same laws of decomposition 
for rational primes.
More recently, in 1985, in a famous paper in the Annals of Mathematics, 
T. Sunada connected distinguished triples of finite groups to pairs of non-isometric 
isospectral Riemannian manifolds; tha t is, non-isometric Riemannian manifolds for 
which the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator coincide. These manifolds are higher­
dimensional analogues of surfaces, immortalized in M. Kac’s famous query — Can 
you hear the shape of a drum?
In group theory, each distinguished triple (H , H \ G ) gives rise to a non-trivial 
element in the kernel of the canonical map
B(G) -> R(G)
from the Burnside ring B(G) to the representation ring R(G) of the finite group G. 
Namely, if denotes the permutation representation of G acting by left translation 
on the left cosets of H  in G , then the formal difference 7r^  — 7r#, is a non-trivial 
element in B(G)  that maps to 0 in R(G). All these examples motivate my study of 
distinguished triples.
There are many examples of distinguished triples spread throughout the liter­
ature. In Chapter 4 we present some examples. In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, 
we produce a very general yet simple method to canonically generate an infinite
family of triples (H^H^Gi)  starting with a single distinguished triple (H,H',G).  
This construction is an iterative procedure : from the given distinguished triple 
(H,H',G)  we canonically produce another triple G\) for which the trivial
representations of H\ and H[ induce isomorphic representations of G \ ; however this 
new triple need not be distinguished in that, sometimes, H\  and H[ are conjugate 
in G \ . When this degeneration happens, all further iterations produce triples with 
conjugate subgroups. Often, however, the first iteration produces a distinguished 
triple (Hi, H[, Gi),  and when this happens, all further iterations produce triples 
that are, first of all distinguished, and moreover, not copies of triples occuring in 
previous steps.
This dissertation is concerned with presenting this construction and giving 
examples of running it. It is the group theorists, number theorists, and differential 
geometers who may choose to exploit this new idea to construct new examples with 
exotic properties in their respective specialities.
C H A P T E R  1
P re lim in aries
The purpose of this chapter is to give some basic definitions and results that 
are referred to in the succeeding chapters. Our notation is also established here. 
All groups that appear in this dissertation are finite.
S ec tion  1. A R eview  o f R e p re se n ta tio n  T h eo ry
Let G be a group and V  an n—dimensional vector space over the field (D of 
complex numbers. Let Aut(V) be the group of automorphisms of V. By fixing a 
basis of V, we can identify Aut(V)  with the matrix group GLn((D).
(1.1) D efin ition : A homomorphism p : G —» Aut(V) is called a linear representa­
tion of G ; the dimension n of V  is called the degree of p.
(1.2) B asic  E xam ples o f R ep resen ta tio n s:
(i) Let G be a group. The trivial representation of G is the degree 1 representation 
1g '• G —> Aut((C) defined by 1 c(g) =  1 for all g € G.
(ii) Let G be a group of order n and let V  =  C [G] be the group ring of G over €  
with basis {eg}g^G- Fix s € G. Define p : G —> Aut(V)  by p3(eg) =  esg. This 
representation is the regular representation of G.
(iii) Let H  C  G and let g\H, ...,gnH  represent the cosets mod H. The action of G on 
these cosets by left translation yields a group homomorphism
7T: G —> Sn given by: for g € G,
7Tg(i) =  j  where gg{H  =  g3H. (1)
Embed Sn in GLn((D) by the map Sn ^  GLn((C) taking a permutation a to 
the n x n “permutation matrix” obtained by letting a permute the n columns of 
the n -by- n identity matrix. Hence there is the composition of maps 
G — Sn GLn((C). This composition is called the representation of G induced
by the trivial representation of H , and is denoted by 1 § .
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Let p : G —» Aut(V)  be a representation of degree n of G.
(1.3) D efin ition : For g G G, put Xp(g) =  trace(/?g). The function Xp : G —► (D is 
called the character of the representation p.
Let p and p' be two representations of the same group G in vector spaces V
A  1 pg A =  p'g for all g in G.
Of course p =  p' implies Xp^  =  Xp>{g) for all g in G. The converse is true and 
is a basic result, which we cite as the following proposition:
(1.5) P ro p o s itio n : Two (complex) representations with the same character are 
isomorphic.
P roo f: For a proof, see ([S], Theorem 4, Corollary 2, page 16). |
Let H  C G and let 1h be the trivial representation of H  and 1# be the repre­
sentation of G induced by the trivial representation of H. The following proposition 
tells us how to compute Xxg from X\H. A proof is found in ([S], Theorem 12, pageH
and V'.
(1.4) D efin ition : p and p' are isomorphic if there is an A € GLn(<C) such that
30).
(1.6) P ro p o s itio n : Let \H\ denote the order of H  and R  be a system of represen­
tations of G/H.  For each u € G, we have
In particular,
(2)
Here, Cg (u) is the center of u in G and uG is the conjugacy class of u in G.
It is both interesting and important that these character values have another 
interpretation.
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(1.7) L em m a: Xjg (u) — the number of fixed points of u acting on G/H.
P ro o f: Let g\H, ...,gnH  represent G/H.  Now u fixes g{H by left translation iff 
ugiH =  giH iff ugi G giH iff u G g{Hg~x. Hence the number of fixed points of u 
is #{*|h € giHgi- 1 }. On the other hand, X1g(u) =  trace ( l# (u ))  =  the sum 
of the diagonal elements of the permutation matrix 1 %(u) =  the number of l 's  
on the diagonal of 1 h ( u ) .  Now, the i th  column of 1# has a 1 on the diagonal iff
ugiH =  g{H (see (iii) of (1.2)) iff u G giHg~1 and thus
x i % { u ) = #{*>  G g i H g - 1 } .  a
(1.8) L em m a: Let H,H'  C  G. Then 1^ =  1^, implies that |JT| =  IJT'I.
P ro o f: Put u =  identity of G in Lemma (1.7). |
N o ta tio n : means that the elements a and b are conjugate in G.
The following lemma, found in [SH], gives several simple but very useful alter­
native ways to say that two subgroups induce isomorphic representations of G.
(1.9) L em m a: Let H,H'  C  G. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) lgang,.
(b) |uG HH\ =  |uG n  H'\ for all u G G.
(c) There exists a bijection : H  —> H' satisfying V'(Zi) ~ h  for all h G H.
P ro o f: c) = >  b): Suppose such a bijection V* exists. Then \H\ =  \H'\. We will 
show X ^g^) =  Xjg (u). Using (2), we must show
\uG D H\ =  \u g D H ' \ .  (3)
If both intersections are empty the equality holds, so we may as well assume 
u G uG fl H. Then V’(w) G V’(H ) =  H 1 and V'(m) G u g  by assumption. Hence 
V'(m ) G u g  fl H 1. Since V' is injective, \uG fl JT| < |uG D H'\. Equality follows by 
symmetry. Hence b) holds. Now suppose b) holds. Since the G-conjugacy classes
4
uG C\H in H  partition H, and similarly for H', it follows that \H\ =  \H'\. Then a) 
follows from (2). If a) holds, then b) holds by (2) and Lemma (1.8). Finally, if b) 
holds, let V’ : uG fl H  —> uG fl H' be any bijection. Take h G H. Then h G hG fl H  
and i ’(h) E hG fl H'. Hence '0(h) a’h, proving the lemma. g
S ec tion  2. T rip les o f G ro u p s (H, H', G)
When H  and H' are subgroups of a group G, we say we have a triple of groups, 
denoted by (H,H',G).  The following definition distinguishes several important 
families of triples.
(1.10) D efin ition :
(i) (H ,H ' ,G ) is said to be a conjugate triple when H  is conjugate to H f in G; 
otherwise the triple is non-conjugate.
(ii) (H ,H ' ,G ) is inductive if 1^ =  1 ^ ,.
(iii) (H, H', G) is faithful if both group homomorphisms 7T and tt' obtained from G 
acting on G /H  and G /H ' , respectively, are injective.
(iv) (H ,H ' ,G ) is distinguished if it is non-conjugate and inductive and 
(G : H) — (G : H') =  n >  7.
Our goal, accomplished in Chapter 3, is to construct distinguished faithful triples. 
We take a first step by proving:
(1.11) L em m a: Let (H ,H ' ,G ) be an inductive triple. Then
(a) (G : H) =  (G : H'). Call this common index n.
G acts on G /H  and G/H'  yielding 7r, 7r' : G —* Sn, and
(b) ker(tt) =  f) &  .
g £ G
(c) ker(7r) =  ker(7r').
P roo f: (a) This follows immediately from Lemma (1.8).
(b) The kernel of 7r is the intersection of the stabilizers of all the cosets gH ,
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and thus is the intersection of all the conjugates of H.
(c) Let x G ker(ir). Then x € g H g ~x for all g  € G  and this means that 
every conjugate of x lies in H.  Thus, if xG is the conjugacy class of x in G, 
then la^l =  \xG fl H\.  Since (H , H ' , G ) is inductive, Lemma (1.9), (b) shows that 
|xG| =  \xG fl H ' |, implying that xG C H ' . Thus x lies in every conjugate of H ' . So 
ker(ir) C ker(tx'). The opposite inclusion follows by symmtery. g
The next two lemmas will help us create faithful inductive triples from inductive 
triples.
(1.12) L em m a: Let (H , H ' , G ) be an inductive triple. Let A  denote the common 
kernel ker(ir) =  ker(tx'). Then H  is conjugate to H '  in G  iff H / A  is conjugate to 
H ' / A  in G/A.
P roof: H / A  is conjugate to H ' / A  in G /A  iff there is a gA  in G /A  such that 
( g A )H A (g ~1A ) =  H 'A .  Now A  is normal in G  and is contained in both H  and in 
H ' . Therefore A H A  simplifies to H  and the condition above becomes g H g ~xA  =  H ' . 
But g~xA  =  g ~ xA gg~x =  A g ~ x by normality of A  in G,  so this further simplifies 
to g H g ~ l = H ' . This proves the lemma. g
(1.13) L em m a: Let H  C G  be a subgroup and let A  C H  be normal in G.  Then 
l%{9) =  for all g G G.
P roo f: We will use Lemma (1.7) and count fixed points. Let gi ,g2,-—,gn € G  rep­
resent G /H .  Then giA,g2A,  ...,gnA  represent (G /A ) / (H /A ) .  (If giA  € g j A H A  for 
some i ^  j ,  then g j xgi  would lie in A H A  =  H,  implying that g j l  =  gjH,  a contra­
diction). A class gA  in G /A  fixes (g jA)(HA)  by left translation iff gA(g jA ) (H A)  =  
(g jA)HA.  But Agj = gjA,  using the normality of the kernel A , and A A H A  =  H.  
The condition becomes gg jH  =  gjH.  This is equivalent to ggj  €  g j H , and this 
occurs iff g £ g j H g J 1.
Hence, with Lemma (1.7), X a/A(gA)  =  # { j |<7 € g j H g J 1} and similarly
H,Ax i%(9) =  #  fixed points of g acting on g1H ,g2H,. . . ,gn H  =  / / { j ^ j H g j  }.
I
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Combining our earlier work, we now prove:
(1.14) L em m a: Let (H ,H ' ,G ) be a distinguished triple, that is, H  and H 1 non­
conjugate in G and 1% =  1#,. Let A := ker(tt) =  ker{tt') be the common kernel. 
Then the new triple defined by (H0,H q,G o) := (H /A ,H '/A ,G /A )  is distinguished 
and faithful.
P roof: For all g e G we have l^j^/gA)  =  l%(g) =  1 h>(s ) =  0?-^) by Lemma
(1.13). Now, H/A  and H'/A  are non-conjugate in G/A  by Lemma (1.12). And 
the permutation maps ttq and 7Iq induced from 7r and n' are clearly faithful. Hence 
( H o ^ G o )  is distinguished and faithful. |
The next lemma is technical. Its purpose is to enable us to use Proposition
(1.18) of the following section.
(1.15) L em m a: If (H ,H ' ,G ) is inductive, then (J H 9 =  |J  H,g.
g £ G  g £ G
P roof: Choose s in  (J H9 . Then x lies in some conjugate H 9 of H. By hypothesis,
g £ G
there is a bijective conjugation 'tp : H  — > H' as in Lemma (1.9). Then i/>(x) lies in 
H' and is conjugate to x. T hat is, some conjugate of x lies in H', so x lies in some 
conjugate of H '. Hence x lies in (J H'9. The lemma follows by symmetry. g
gGG
S ection  3. S ubgroups o f P e rm u ta tio n  G roups
This section collects together results concerning permutations and permutation 
groups that will be used in the sequel. First we present three well-known results by 
way of the following lemma:
(1.16) L em m a:
(i) For n  ^  4, has no subgroups of index k with 2 < k < n.
(ii) For n / 6 ,  subgroups of index n in Sn are conjugate.
(iii) A n is the unique subgroup of index 2 in -Ŝ .
P roo f: For a proof of (i), (ii) and (iii) see [H], (Satz 5.3, Satz 5.5 and Satz 5.1,
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respectively). g
Here is a consequence of Lemma (1.16):
(1.17) C oro llary : Let n > 7 and let H  and H' be two non-conjugate subgroups 
of index k in Sn. Then k^.n. g
The next result is found in [K]. Its statement occurs as the reformulation of 
Satz 1 at the top of page 44 of [K].
(1.18) P ro p o s itio n : Let G be either a symmetric group G =  Sn, for any n, or an
alternating group G =  An with n / 5 .  Let H  be the stabilizer of a point and H'
be any subgroup of G (not necessarily of index n) with (J H 9 =  |J  H'9. Then H
g € G  gEG
and H' are conjugate in G. g
(1.19) C oro llary : Let n >  7 and let G =  Sn or G =  A n. Let H, H' be subgroups 
of index n in G with 1# =  1^,. Then H  is conjugate to H' in G.
P roof: If G =  Sn, the result follows from Lemma (1.16), (iii). So suppose G =  An. 
Then H, H' have index n in G =  An. We want to use Proposition (1.18). For this, we 
want H  to be the stabilizer of a point, but this was not assumed in the statement of
(1.19). However, G acts on the n cosets of H, giving a new transitive permutation 
representation 7r : G — > Sn in which H is the stabilizer of a point. Now 7r is 
injective for ker(7r) is a normal subgroup of An with n >  7 so ker(7r) =  {1}. (If 
ker(7r) =  G then 7r(G) would not be a transitive subgroup of Sn). So 7r is injective, 
so 7r(G) =  H  has index 2 in Sn. So 7r(G) =  An, by Lemma (1.16), (iii).
Next, 1^ =  l 1̂ , by assumption. So (J I f 9 =  (J I f '9 by Lemma (1.15). Now
g€G g€G
Proposition (1.18) applies and guarantees that H  is conjugate to H 1 in G. g 
We conclude Chapter 1 with the following result (see [H], Satz 5.5).
(1.20) L em m a: Sn has only inner automorphisms for n / 6 . g
C h a p te r  2 
P e rm u ta tio n  R e p rese n ta tio n s
S ec tion  1. P e rm u ta tio n  E quivalence
I now present three results which, although elementary, form the backbone of 
the construction of Chapter 3. The first is found in many books on permutation 
groups. The third lemma is probably known to specialists but I was not able to 
find a proof.
(2.1) L em m a: Let H  C  G be a subgroup of index n. Let r \H ,r 2 H,... ,rnH  and 
r^H, r'2H, ...,r'nH  be two countings of the left cosets mod H. Let 
7r, 7r' : G —» Sn be the group homomorphisms defined by G acting on {riH}  and 
{r[H}  respectively, where i =  1,2, ...,n.
For each i in {1,2,..., n} write ViH =  r ' i l  for some 1 < j  < n. Sending i to j  
then defines a permutation a in Sn. Then a-K(g)a~1 =  7r'(g) for all g € G. That is, 
7r and 7r' are permutation equivalent, i. e., conjugate via some a  € Sn.
P roo f: Fix g G G, and fix an index j. To show
W g O ^ U )  =  V  (i)-
Choose i with a(i) =  j. That is, riH =  r / H .  Then we want to show
ang(i) =  irg'(j).
Let k =  7Tg(i). So griH  =  r}~H. Further, set t =  o{k), so rf-H =  r t’H. So it is to 
be shown that 7rg' ( j ) =  t. That is, we want g r / H  =  r t'H, which means we want 
griH  =  r t'H. But griH  =  rkH  =  r /  H , as desired. This proves the lemma. |
(2.2) L em m a: Let H \,H 2 C G be of the same index n. Fix two countings 
r \ H \ , . . . , r nH \  and s iH 2 , . . . , sn H2 of G /H \  and G/H2,  respectively, with r\  =  1 
and si =  1. Let 7Ti,7T2 : G  — > S n be the permutation representations with re­
spect to the given countings. Then H\  g ' / ? 2  iff there exists a fixed a  in S n with 
aTTi(g)a~1 =  7T2(g) for all g in G.
8
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P roo f: Suppose H \ ~ H 2 . Then 7 / ? i 7 _ 1  =  H2 for some 7  in G. So { n 7 - 1 } " = i  
represents cosets mod H2.  (Put s /  =  7 7 7 - 1 . If Si'H2 = Sj'H2  then s / i ? 2 7  =  sj ' H 2 7  
so r j7 -1 Jff2 7  =  rJ7 " 1JHr2 7 - Hence TiH\ — rjHi  so i =  j ) .  I use this counting 
{ s /  =  777-1 }”- !  to define ir2 : G —*■ Sn. Then it 2 and 1:2 are permutation equivalent 
by Lemma (2.1). T hat is, there is a a  £ Sn with
a ^ V - 1  =  7T2 (g) for all g 6  G. (4)
C laim : ni(g) =  7r2(g) for all g € G. To show tti(g)(i) =  ^2 '{g){i)i * =  1 ,2 ,...,n, 
for all g in G.
Fix g € G and fix * in (1,2, . . . ,n } .  Then tt2 (g)(i) =  k for some k with
g{ri'y~1)H2 = r kj ~ 1H 2, so ^ 7 ^ 2 7  =  rk^ ~ 1H 2^.  Hence g n H i  = rkH i  so
7ri ( 5 ')(*) =  k, as well. This proves the claim. The claim together with (4) show 
a/Ki(g)a~ 1 =  ^2 (9 ) for all g E G.
Conversely, suppose such a a in Sn exists.
To show: Hi  ~  H2 .
By hypothesis, S1H 2 , S2 H2 , ..., snH2 is a fixed counting of cosets mod H2 with
si =  1. By hypothesis ^2 (9 ) =  {g)a~1. Therefore,
H2 =  {g e  G\iT2 (9 )(l) =  1 }
=  { g e  G\crKi(^)<7-1 (l) =  1}.
Put <7 _ 1 (1 ) =  *o. Then
H2 =  {g G G\aTri(g)(i0) =  1}
=  {g E G\ni(g)(io) =  o-_1(l) =  «0}
=  {g E G\grioH 1 =  rioHi}
=  { g £  G\grio £ rioHx}
=  {9 £ G\g £ rioH ir~1}
=  ri0H \ r ~ \  Thus H2 is conjugate to Hi. |
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In the next lemma we look at the images 7Ti(G), 7t2(G) in Sn. We no longer 
assume TX\(g) is conjugate to ^ 2 (g) with the same element g G G,  but we do assume 
that the subgroups 7Ti (G)  and 7x2 (G)  are conjugate in Sn. There is an interesting 
conclusion:
(2.3) L em m a: Let H \,H 2  C  G  be of the same index n and suppose that 7Ti,7r2 : 
G  —> Sn are injective. Then iv\{G) is conjugate to ^ ( G )  in Sn iff there is an 
automorphism a  : G —> G  with a(Hi)  =  H 2 .
P ro o f: Suppose a  : G —» G is an automorphism with ol(H\) =  H2 . If a  is 
an inner automorphism, then Hi and H2 are conjugate in G. Hence tx\{G) and 
7T2(G) are conjugate in Sn, by Lemma (2.2). Now suppose a : G —> G is an 
outer automorphism. I f r i  =  l , r 2 , ...,rn represent G /l? i, then a(ri),  a f a ),..., a ( rn ) 
represent G /H 2 (if a(ri)H2 =  a(rj)H 2 then a(riH\)  =  a{rjH\)  so riH\ =  VjH\ so 
i =  j) .  Put 7*/ =  a(ri) i =  1,2, ...,n. Use this new counting to define 1x2 : G —> Sn. 
Then r\ =  a(ri)  =  a ( l )  =  1. Now 7x2 is permutation equivalent to the given 
permutation representation 7x2 by Lemma (2.1). So 7x2 {G) is conjugate to ^ ( G )  in 
Sn; tha t is, there is a G Sn with a~lpi2 (g)& =  ^'(g )  for all g G G. From now on 
we will deal with tx\ and 7x2 .
C laim : 7X\{g) =  7x2 ’(a(g)) for all g in G.
Fix 1 < i < n. Then 7Xi(g)(i)  =  k for some k =  1,2, ...,n where griH\ =  rt~Hi. 
So a(griHi) =  a{rkH\ ), and therefore ct(g)a(ri)H2 =  a(rk)H2 . So a(g)ri'H2 =  
Tk'H2 and this means 7x2 ' ( a ( g ) ) ( i )  =  k , proving the claim.
So 7Ti(g) =  a~ 1 7X2 (a(g))a for all g in G and it follows that 7Ti(G) is conjugate 
to 7r2(G) in Sn.
Conversely, 7r2(G) =  ct7Ti(G)(J-1 for some a  in Sn. Recall that 7Ti and 1x2 are 
assumed to be injective. Define a  : G —> G  by a(g) =  7rJ'1(cr7ri (g)a~1). That 
is, given g G G, a7Ti (g)a~1 G 7T2(G) and <*(<7) is the (unique) element of G with 
7T2 (a(g)) =  '77ri(flr)<r“ 1- Then a  is an automorphism of G. This completes the proof 
of Lemma (2.3). g
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Section  2. C ycles an d  F ix ed  P o in ts
This short section contains a lemma connecting cycles of a permutation to its 
fixed points.
(2.4) L em m a: Let h € Sn and let c; be the number of cycles of length i appearing 
when h is written as a product of disjoint cycles. Then
# {  fixed points of h1} =  ^  d • Cd
d\i
as d runs over all divisors of i, including d =  1 and d — i.
P roof: The fixed points of h* are 1-cycles of K1. These arise from cycles of h whose 
i th power is trivial, that is, from cycles of length d\i. Each such d—cycle gives rise 
to d fixed points. |
C H A P T E R  3 
T h e  C o n stru c tio n
In this chapter I develop an algorithm to generate an infinite family of triples 
(Hi, Hi, Gi) starting with a distinguished triple (H, H', G). Depending on the start­
ing triple this family occassionally degenerates into a single conjugate triple at the 
first step. I will pinpoint when this degeneration occurs. Often, however, the family 
is infinite, each triple in the family being a really new distinguished triple.
Start with (H, H', G) a distinguished triple. By Lemma (1.14) we may assume 
that (H,H',G)  is a faithful triple. Thus we have H  and H' are not conjugate 
in G, their induced representations are equal, their common index is > 7, and 
7r, 7r' : G —> Sn are injective. Define a new triple as follows:
Gx := Sn, Hx := 7r(G) and H' := 7r'(G).
(3.1) T heo rem : (Hx,H[,Gx)  is an inductive faithful triple.
P roo f: First I will show inductive. It is to be shown that 1#* = 1 ^ } .
We will find a bijective-locally conjugate map p  : Hx —► H( and then invoke 
Lemma (1.9). There is a natural bijection p
H ^ G  X  Hx'
defined by p(h) =  7r/(7r_1(/i)), for all h € Hx- This is a well-defined bijection. If we 
write h =  ir(g) with g € G, then p(h) =  n'(g).
C laim : p(h) is conjugate to h for all h € Hx.
Two elements of Gx := Sn are conjugate if and only if they have the same cycle 
structure. So we want to examine the cycle structure of the permutations p(h) and 
h. As a permutation, h is just the element g € G with Tr(g) =  h, g acting on cosets 
mod H. And p(h) is the same element g € G, but now g acts on cosets mod H'.
Let Ci — the number of cycles of length i in the canonical decomposition of 
h (i =  1,2 ,...,n), and similarly let be the number of cycles of length i in the 
canonical decomposition of p(h). Then h is conjugate to p(h) in Sn iff Ci =  c'i
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(z =  1,2, I proceed to show Cj =  cj for i =  1,2, ...,n  with n fixed, by
induction on z. For i =  1, c\ is the number of fixed points of h. That is, c\ is the 
number of fixed points of g acting on G/H.  But this is just the character value 
by Lemma (1.7). Similarly, c\ =  X j g ^ .  S o  c\ — c\ , since the characters 
are assumed to be equal.
Now suppose Cj =  c' for all j  < i for fixed i < n. To show: c^+i =  
c'i+1. Now by Lemma (2.4), we have X1g(<?*+1) =  Y^dcd +  (z +  l)ci+1 and 
Xjgt (gr+1) =  J2dcd +  (* +  l) c '+1, in each case d running over the proper divi­
sors of * +  1. W ith the induction hypothesis we see (i +  l)c^+i =  (i +  l)c '+1 so 
Ci+ 1 =  c '+1. Hence, by induction, Ci =  c' for all i — 1,2, ...,n, proving the claim. It 
follows that the new triple (H i,H [ ,G i)  is inductive.
It is now to be shown that 7Ti,7Tj : G\ —> Sn are faithful. Now ker(7Ti) is a 
normal subgroup in G \ . But G\ =  Sn and n > 7 so the only possibilities are
(i) ker(ivi) =  Sn
(ii) ker(7Ti) =  An, or
(iii) ker(7Ti) =  {1}.
Case (z): ker(it\) =  Sn. Since ker(iTi) is contained in both H\ and H i ,  then 
Hi =  H[ =  Gi. So 7t(G) =  tt'(G) =  Sn. But 7r is faithful so G =  Sn. Thus both H  
and H' have index n in G =  Sn, with n >  7. By Lemma (1.16), H, H' are conjugate 
in G, a contradiction to “distinguished”. Hence ker(7Ti) ^  Sn.
Case (ii): ker( 7Ti) =  A n. Since ker( 7Ti) is contained in Hi and in H i ,  then either 
Hi =  Sn or H i =  An. If Hi =  Sn then 7r(G) =  Sn so G =  Sn. As argued in Case (i) 
above, this implies H  and H' are conjugate in G, a contradiction. If Hi =  An then 
G =  An, with n > 7 and H  and H' are two subgroups of An of index n, inducing 
isomorphic representations of An. It follows from Corollary (1.19) that H  and H' 
are conjugate in G, a contradiction to “distinguished” . Hence ker(7ri) ^  An. It 
follows that ker(7Ti) =  {1}. So 7Ti is faithful. But ker(7Ti) =  ker(7Tj) by Lemma
(1.11). Hence iri and 7rj are faithful. Hence (H i ,H [ ,G i)  is an inductive faithful 
triple. p
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We now come to the main theorem.
(3.2) M ain Theorem : Let (H , H ' , G ) be a distinguished faithful triple such that 
there is no automorphism a  of G  with ot(H)  =  H ' . Then the same holds for
,G i ) .
P roo f: Theorem (3.1) shows that the triple ,G \ )  obtained on the first
iteration is inductive and faithful. Moreover, by Lemma (2.3), the new triple is 
non-conjugate. Now G\  =  Sn with n > 7. Since Sn has only inner automorphisms 
for n  > 7, it follows that the new triple (Hi,  Hi  , G i)  satisfies the hypotheses made 
on the original triple. This proves the main theorem. g
(3.3) Corollary: Let ( H ,H ' ,G )  be a distinguished, faithful triple such that there 
is no automorphism a  of G  with ol( H )  =  H ' . Then iterating the construction yields 
an infinite family of distinguished faithful triples, no two triples in this family being 
isomorphic.
P ro o f: Apply the main theorem iteratively. This produces an infinite family of 
distinguished faithful triples, and it remains to show that these triples are pairwise 
diffferent. Let rii be the index of Hi  in G{. So n  is the index of the starting subgroup 
H  in G,  and ni  is the index of H i  : =  7r(G)  in Gi := Sn, and r i 2  is the index of 
H i  — 7Ti (Sn) in the symmetric group SHl, etc. At each step, Hi  and Hi  are 
non-conjugate subgroups of index rii in the symmetric group Sni_1. It follows from 
Corollary (1.17) that the index rii exceeds the previous index rii-1- If we interpret 
no to be the starting index, n, then this shows tha t the indices increase at each 
step, proving the Corollary, g
CHAPTER 4 
E xam ples
This chapter contains examples of distinguished triples. One of these exam­
ples produces an infinite family of triples via my construction, and two examples 
degenerate under the construction. I begin with Gassmann’s example.
E x am p le  1: G a ssm a n n ’s E x am p le
Let G =  S q and let H  and H' be the subgroups
H = { ( 1 ) ,  (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)>
and
H' =  {(1), (12){34), (12)(56), (34)(56)}
Then H  and H' have order 4 and therefore index 180 in G. Observe that H  is 
contained in the stabilizer of the “letter” (6) while the other subgroup H' does not 
stabilize anything. Hence H  and H' are not conjugate in G =  56- But H  and H' 
are bijectively-locally-conjugate in G. To see this, choose any bijection <p : H  —> H' 
such that ^((1)) =  (1). For h G H  distinct from the identity element, h and ip{h) 
are both products of two disjoint transpositions, and therefore have the same cycle 
structure. This lets us conclude that tp(h) is conjugate to h in G. Hence 1^ =  1^, 
by Lemma (1.9).
This triple is therefore distinguished. Moreover, it is faithful, for the kernel of 
7r is a subgroup of H  and is normal in G =  S q . That is, the kernel is too small to 
be anything other than 1.
Now, S q has one outer automorphism, up to inner automorphisms. As future 
work, it is my intention to describe this automorphism explicitly and decide whether 
this automorphism carries H  to  H'. This will simultaneously decide whether running 
the construction degenerates.
E x am p le  2: Start with the cyclic group (Z/&Z, + ). The automorphism group of 
this group can be identified with the multiplicative group (Z/&Z)*. Thus (Z/SZ )*
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acts on (Z/8Z,  + ) and we define G to be the semi-direct product:
G =  (Z/8Z)* IX (Z/8Z).
Thus G has order 32. Elements in G are pairs (er, g) which are multiplied explicitly 
by the formula
■ (T, g2) =  (<JT,T(gi) + g 2).
Let H =  {(<r,0) : a  € (Z /8 Z )*} and H' =  {(1,0), (3,4), (5,4), (7,0)}. Then 
H  is not conjugate to H' in G by easy direct calculation, not given here.
Claim: 1# =  1#,.
For this, define ip : H  —> H' by
( 1, 0 ) - > ( 1, 0 )
(7 .0) ->(7,0)
(3.0) —> (3,4) =  (1,2)(3,0)(1,2)~1
(5.0) -> (5,4) =  (1 ,7)(5,0)(1,7)—1
Then p  is a bijective locally-conjugate map from H  to H'. Hence by Lemma (1.9), 
Iff — Iff"  Note that (G : H) =  8. Hence (H ,H ' ,G ) is distinguished. By computing 
the intersection of the conjugates of H  directly, one sees that this triple is faithful.
This group has an outer automorphism taking H  to H'. Namely, G is generated 
by either of the following two sets
<(1 ,1) ,  (3,1), (5,1) >
ia
<(1,3) ,  (3,7), (5,7) >
and the map a  between these generator sets defined by sending a generator to the 
generator directly below it can be checked to be an automorphism of G taking H 
to H'. Hence, the construction becomes degenerate.
E x am p le  3: This example is taken from [B]. Let n > 3 and let
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G =  SLn(Z/pZ),  where p is a prime number. Set
H  =





That is, H  =  {(aij) G SLn(Z/pZ)  : an =  0, i ^  1}. And set
H' =






That is, H' =  {A*: A G H }.
Next, it is to be shown that H  and H' induce isomorphic representations of 
G. I will check condition (b) of Lemma (1.9); namely, that \gG fl H\ =  \gG fl H'\. 
Now, a matrix g in G lies in H  iff v  =  ( 1 , 0, . . . ,  0) *  is an eigenvector of g. Moreover, 
a G-conjugate crgcr-1 lies in H  iff a ~ l v  is an eigenvector of g. This means that 
|gG fl H | depends only on the number of eigenvectors of g that are in the G-orbit 
of v.  Now suppose that n >  2. Then the G-orbit of v  consists of all non-zero 
vectors in the n-dimensional space over Z/pZ , so the order of the intersection we 
are counting depends only on the number of eigenvectors of g. (Note that g is an 
invertible transformation, so 0 is not an eigenvector of g.) Similarly, a conjugate 
of g lies in H' if and only if some conjugate of gl lies in H , so the order of the 
second intersection depends only on the number of eigenvectors of gl . But g and 
gt are conjugate in the general linear group GLn(Z/pZ)  for they have the same 
rational canonical form. And therefore they have the same number of eigenvectors. 
So |gG fl H\ =  |(#*)G D i2j =  |gG fl H' |, showing that the trivial representations of 
H  and of H' induce isomorphic representations of G.
Next I claim that H  is not conjugate to H' in G. For this, observe that the 
column vector (1,0, . . .  ,0)* is a common eigenvector for each element in H. If H'
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were conjugate to H  then the elements in H' would also have a common eigenvector, 
but when n >  3, they do not. However, the outer automorphism a  : G —» G defined 
by Oi(g) =  ( g 1) - 1 takes H  to H' . Hence, by Theorem (3.2), the first step of our 
construction on this example produces a degeneration. That is, (H i ,H [ ,G \)  is a 
conjugate triple.
E x am p le  4: Fix p, a prime number. Let H =  Z/pZ  ® Z/pZ  ® ZfpZ  and let H' =  
the “mod p Heisenberg group”
f l  a b \
H' =  I 0 1 c ,
\ 0  0 l )
where a, &, c G Z/pZ.
Observe that \H\ =  \H'\ =  p3. So H  and H' are embedded in the symmetric 
group Sp3 via the regular representation. Put G := Sps. Each non-zero element 
(3 € H  U H' has order p.
Claim: =  1^,.
Take any bijection ip : H  —> H' with (p(lh ) =  1 h>- It now remains to show 
that (p(h) ~ h  for all h € H. Take h 1# in H. As a permutation, h acts by left 
translation, so for x € H  the h-orbit of x is
x —» hx —> h2x —> ... —» > hpx =  x.
This is a p-cycle. So h cyclically permutes the p3 elements of H  taken in blocks of 
p, so h is a product of p2 disjoint p-cycles. The same holds for <p(h) 1 #/). Note
both 1 h  and p ( 1 h )  == 1 h 1 are 1—cycles. Hence h and (p(h) have the same cycle 
structure for all h £ H  so are conjugate in G =  Sp3 . Note that H  is abelian and H' is 
non-abelian. So H  is not only not conjugate to H', but as abstract groups, H  £= H'. 
Hence there is no automorphism a  : G —» G with a(H) =  H'. By Theorem (3.2), 
this example will generate an infinite family of distinguished triples.
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